» »TU DORTMUND UNIVERSITY
A UNIQUE PROFILE
• Founded some 50 years ago, when
coal and steel were defining the
Ruhr area: since then a motor for
the transition of the city and the
whole region
• En c o m p a s s i n g 17 d e p ar tments raging from science
and engineering to social
sciences and cultural studies
• An interdisciplinary approach
to teaching, studying and doing
research
• Various scientific disciplines
sharing one university spirit:
communicative, innovative,
unique

» »...AND WHY DORTMUND?
• People from 170+ nations living
together in a diverse and openminded atmosphere
• Discover the region’s past and its rich
cultural heritage:visit industrial heritage sights and take a tour in a
local brewery
• Grab a bike from numerous rental
stations and explore lake Phoenix
or have a barbeque with friends
in one of many parks
• Buy a soccer ticket and experience “the yellow wall”. Sing
along: Heja BVB!

INTERNATIONAL
At TU Dortmund University we live
a global mindset.
• 12% of all students are international – coming to TU Dortmund University from 110 different nations
• Active exchange with 55+ countries around the globe
• Each academic year:
• 500+ TU-students gain unique
experiences while studying or
doing an internship abroad
• In return, 220+ students from
outside Germany take the opportunity to live and learn on
exchange at TU Dortmund University

• Well established exchange programs work hand in hand with
new innovative formats
• Diverse bilateral and multilateral
research projects make relevant contributions to today’s and
tomorrow’s global challenges
• Being international on campus
means:
• enjoying exciting intercultural
events
• discovering a wide spectrum
of international music, arts
and food
• sharing experiences in intercultural trainings

• Use your chance to visit local museums and attend a premiere at
one of Dortmund’s public theaters:
for you, it’s free!
• “Rocking around…” Europe’s biggest Christmas tree and stay warm
with mulled wine.
• At the center of the region’s heart:
use your semester ticket and travel
in the whole state of North Rhine
Westphalia for free!
• And if you want even more: hop on
a high-speed train or take a plane
to discover Europe and its people

» »WHY TU DORTMUND UNIVERSITY?
• Ever heard of mobile robots? And
what´s so funny about sitcoms?
Choose from a large variety of
interdisciplinary courses!
• Come stai? Nasılsın?
Learn a new language in one of
numerous free language classes!
• Ever tried underwater rugby before?
Get sweaty in 75+ different
sport programs.
• Getting hungry?
Sit down and enjoy freshly cooked
meals in one of our cafeterias.
Look out for many vegetarian
and vegan options.

• Need fresh air between classes?
Grab a hot coffee and look for a
nice spot on the green campus.
You might even find a slackline
to get rid of some extra energy.
• Are you afraid of heights?
Take the elevator in the Math
tower and enjoy the great view.
The big spider with yellow legs in
the distance is the biggest soccer stadium in Germany: home
of Borussia Dortmund.
• In need of some speed?
Take the monorail, sit down and
float above the trees between
both university campuses.

• Ever tried dishes from 15+ countries in one night?
Join intercultural events – eat,
drink, dance and have fun!
• Afraid that studying abroad is not
affordable?
No need for that! Living costs
in Dortmund are moderate and
will leave you enough money to
go on some adventurous trips
while studying here.

Stockholm

• Need help with …?
With a wide range of counseling
services, TU Dortmund University staff can help you with any
question you might have!

» »CONTACT

Dublin

» »GOOD TO KNOW…
TU LIFE CYCLE

140+ children
lunch IDs

34,500
students

40+ retired students
life-long learning

2 campuses, 1 monorail

INTERNATIONAL CAMPUS

12% international
students,110 countries

EXCHANGE

55+ exchange countries
220+ exchange students
and interns come to TU Dortmund
University each year

250+

international events on
campus per year

500+
TU Dortmund University students go abroad each year

London

US!

Dortmund

AND MORE…

Prag
Paris

75+

Wien

sport programs

International Office
www.international.tudortmund.de/en

»CONNECT
»

stars

: many titles,
Rising
among them an Olympic Gold
medal in rowing (2016)

WITH US!

Rom

13 music ensembles in-

cluding an inclusive choir

TU Dortmund University
44221 Dortmund
Germany
www.tu-dortmund.de/en

facebook.com/
tudortmundio
instagram.com/
tudo_international

Madrid
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»STUDYING
»

80 DEGREE PROGRAMS:
• Natural and Computer Sciences
• Engineering Sciences
• Social and Cultural Studies
• Teacher Training

STUDENTS ENROLLED IN…

60%

engineering and
scientific disciplines

40%

cultural studies and
social science programs
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•

Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry and Chemical Biology
Computer Science
Statistics
Biochemical and Chemical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering and Information Technology
Spatial Planning
Architecture and Civil Engineering
Business and Economics
Educational Sciences and Psychology
Rehabilitation Sciences
Human Sciences and Theology
Cultural Studies
Arts and Sport Sciences
Social Sciences
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» »RESEARCH
“TU Dortmund University is
innovative and strong in all research
disciplines.”
Its four profile areas are constantly
achieving outstanding international
success beyond disciplinary boundaries:
• Materials, Production Technology
and Logistics
• Chemical Biology, Drug Research
and Process Engineering
• Data Analysis, Modelling and
Simulation

» »DOCTORAL DEGREE
All research areas share the university spirit of cooperation, in which
interdisciplinary communication and
collaboration are not merely taught,
but lived by.

Pursuing your doctoral degree at TU
Dortmund University gives you the
opportunity to begin your career in
an excellent academic environment
and to grow as an individual.
As a doctoral candidate you will
benefit from an interdisciplinary
network and high-end research.

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?

www.international.tu-dortmund.
de/en/doctoral-studies-program
www.research-academy-ruhr.de/
welcome.html

In addition to the professional
support at your department you
will profit from a large variety
of offers by the Graduate Center
of TU Dortmund University and
the Research Academy Ruhr.

• Education, Schooling and Inclusion

» »DEGREE
PROGRAMS

Just finished high school? Looking for
a Bachelor’s degree program abroad?
Completed your Bachelor’s? Searching
for a new academic challenge?
At TU Dortmund University there are
80+ German Degree Programs to
choose from.

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
www.tu-dortmund.de/degreeprograms

»ENGLISH
»

MASTER’S DEGREE
PROGRAMS

Choose from one of four excellent
English Master’s degree programs
• Automation and Robotics
• Chemical Engineering – Specialization “Process Systems Engineering”
• Data Science
• Manufacturing Technology (MMT)
• Econometrics
• SPRING - Regional Development
Planning and Management

WANT TO KNOW DETAILS?
www.tu-dortmund.de/degreeprograms-english

» »REGIONAL
“ T U D or tm u n d U ni vers i t y i s a
locomotive for the Ruhr Area.”
• TU Dortmund University is a key
player in transforming Dortmund
to a science city and a cultural
metropolis
• Bordering one of Europe’s largest
technology parks where research
ideas are transformed into industrial and business formats
• Dortmund‘s research landscape
is complemented by 5 affiliated
research institutes and 7 associated
research institutes

»»UNIVERSITY ALLIANCE RUHR
(UA RUHR)

A strong network of three universities:
TU Dortmund University,
Ruhr University Bochum,
University of Duisburg-Essen
The academic hub for research,
teaching, studying and networking
in Germany’s vibrant Ruhr area.
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Joint
Graduate Programs

14,000

Researchers

120,000

Students

14

180+

2

Master’s Degree Programs

Collaborative
Research Centers

Flagship Programs
(RESOLV, Material Chain)

